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Better boards
for a better Earth
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  Sustainability-Focused
Composite Building Products
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  Eco-friendly, green, low-carbon, renewable. No matter what you call it, sustainability starts with you. The building products that home owners, designers, and builders choose will have a lasting and significant impact on the world we all live in.
Sylvanix products are part of our commitment to leaving the environment better than we found it and our dedication to innovative building materials research and green technology.























  
  






 









  Meet Our Decking Products
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  Maximize aesthetics and minimize maintenance with the artfully engineered Elite Collection. Elite decking mimics the style and feel of genuine wood while offering the long lasting performance of fully capped composite decking. The richness and beauty of Elite’s natural wood grain embossing brings warmth and character to any design. 
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  The unique scalloped profile makes Elements the perfect choice for those looking to save time and money without compromising beauty, quality, and durability. Available in three colors, each shade of Elements decking features natural, multi-dimensional hues, authentic grain patterns, and deep embossing.
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  Skyline Series decking provides superior slip-resistance and traction in even the wettest conditions. It is the perfect eco-friendly alternative to traditional lumber, ideal for both residential and commercial projects. Highly durable and fade resistant, Skyline decking is a popular choice for poolside decks as well as marina docks and walkways.
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  Destinations decking has a lightweight scalloped profile for reduced weight without sacrificing strength and durability. Available in three rich and multidimensional colors with dynamic streaking and realistic grain finish, Destinations decking has a distinctively natural wood look and feel underfoot but won’t fade, rot, or splinter like wood. 
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                Sylvanix Deck Pro Loyalty Program



              

              
                THE MORE YOU BUY, THE MORE YOU EARN!
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  PHOTO GALLERY
View the latest decking trends featuring the rich colors and textures of Sylvanix Decking. Find design ideas and get inspired for your next project and see how others are using Sylvanix eco-friendly decking to beautify their outdoor spaces as you browse our project photo gallery.
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  Follow Us on Instagram 
@sylvanixoutdoorproducts























  
  










  
  
    
      
        
          
          
        
      

    
      
        
          
          
        
      

    
      
        
          
          
        
      

    
  







  

  



  
    
      

        

        

        
          
            
              
                
                
                  
                  [image: Spring has sprung and so has the charm of our Sylvanix Elite Collection deck in the enchanting hue of Sand Dune! 🌸✨ Let the outdoor adventures begin!   #SylvanixDecking #SpringVibes #SandDuneCharm #sylvanixspaces #elitecollection]
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                  [image: Craft an unforgettable first impression with a breathtaking entryway featuring the sleek sophistication of Soar Signature cladding in Obsidian! ⭐️  #lastingfirstimpression #soarcladding #moderndesign #obsidian]
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                  [image: Experience the convenience of composite decking with Sylvanix Outdoor Products!  Interested to learn more?  Take a look at our website for information, resources, and inspiration for your next project!👇  https://sylvanix.com  #sylvanixspaces #SandDu]
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                  [image: With unmatched resistance to the elements, easy maintenance, and stunning aesthetics, it's the smart choice for a lasting investment in your home. Upgrade your outdoor lifestyle today! 🌿✨  Product Details: Elements Decking | Coastal Mist    #Sylvani]
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                  [image: Watch as the transformation unfolds! 🏠 #CladdingUpgrade #soarsignature #tigereye]
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                  [image: Discover the freedom of outdoor living with our low-maintenance composite decking and cladding. 🏞️ Spend less time scrubbing and staining, and more time savoring those precious moments!  #TimeForWhatMatters #HassleFreeLiving #sylvanixdecking]
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                  [image: Channeling sleek sophistication with our Soar composite cladding in Obsidian - where timeless elegance meets modern innovation. ✨🌳🛠  #soarobsidian #sustainableliving #innnovativedesign #sylvanixcladding]
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                  [image: Embrace boundless creativity with our Elite Collection deck! 🎨 Offered in 10 stunning colors, this deck is your canvas for imaginative designs that break free from the ordinary. Say goodbye to traditional constraints and hello to a world of limitles]
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                  [image: ✨Explore the World of Composite Decking &amp; Cladding ✨  Crafted with a blend of recycled eucalyptus wood and post-consumer recycled plastics our boards are durable, long-lasting, and low maintenance!   Learn more at https://sylvanix.com/who-we-are]
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                  [image: Optimize your outdoor oasis with Sylvanix's Elite Collection &ndash; Mesa Brown and Chocolate decking. Unleash the perfect blend of sophistication and warmth for your dream deck.   #SylvanixDeck #EliteCollection #MesaBrown #chocolate #OutdoorSpaces]
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                  [image: Sylvanix Skyline Series is perfect for high-traffic areas!   The dual-side boards with 2 distinct finishes allow for enhanced slip resistance and durability.   #commercialdecking #skylineseries #outdoorspaces #slipresistant #teak #traditional #archit]
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                  [image: Check out this ongoing project using Sylvanix Soar Signature cladding in Tiger Eye!  Stay tuned for the finished look...  #sylvanixcladding #tigereye #soarsignature #claddingdesign #sylvanixspaces]
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  SUBSCRIBE
Stay up-to-date with our latest news, exclusive offers, and insider updates! Sign up for our newsletter and join our Sylvanix community. Get access to project inspiration, noted trends, and exciting announcements delivered straight to your inbox.
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